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PACKING LIST
 

 1 - Poly Guard II Shield
 1 - Cap & Screen
 1 - 2.5" to 1.5" Hose Adapter

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove the Poly Guard II Shield Assembly and all associated components from its packaging.
2. If using the 2.5" diameter hose, simply connect one end of the hose to the port on the back of the Poly 

Guard II Shield and the other end to either your Vaniman Large Accumulator or directly to your Vaniman 
Dust Collector.

3. If using the 1.5" diameter hose, install the supplied white hose adapter into the port on the back of the 
Poly Guard II Shield. Next, insert one end of the 1.5" diameter hose into that white hose adapter until 
it is secure, and connect the other side to either your Vaniman Large Accumulator or directly to your 
Vaniman Dust Collector.

RECOMMENDED USE
The Poly Guard II Shield is a dust collection accessory designed to capture and contain debris and material 
while you work. The container is made from durable Plexiglass with open access on both sides that allows 
for easy use and a mesh screen to protect from unwanted items being vacuumed. If only using for one 
station, it is recommended that you use either the Vanguard 1X or Van-I-Vac dust collectors. If using 2 
stations, it is recommended that you use either the Vanguard Gold 2X, Vanguard Platinum 2X, or Voyager 
dust collectors for ideal suction.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Poly Guard II Replacement Shield:    VMC-1046 
Cap & Screen Replacement:    96067
2.5" to 1.5" Hose Adapter Replacement:  VMC-1006A

2 ½” White Hose (VMC-1023) 1 ½” Grey Hose (1450) w/ VMC-1009 end
Poly Guard II VMC-A398:

None VMC-1006A *Comes w/ the Polyguard


